Web of Science (ISI)

Select Databases and guides by subject on the library homepage wmmich.edu/library to find a database.

Select Author in the drop down menu and search for the last name, first initial.

Refine results by Authors list and Publication Years range to narrow out authors with similar names.

Visit our guide at libguides.wmmich.edu/impact to explore more resources for citation analysis and journal impact.
Once you have reviewed and are happy with the results list click Create Citation Report to generate a report for the author.

The report will give your h-index and list the citations for individual articles, but the index and citation counts will be based ONLY on journals indexed in Web of Science.

Selecting the title of the article will let you look at the articles that your article is cited by. This is always good to verify and check for duplications.

WoS is a very good but not complete index. For example, you can see here that there are 32 citations from Chinese journals that aren't included in these results.